TREATMENT MENU

THE SPA AT THE JOULE
With an emphasis on providing guests a truly personalized spa experience, The Spa at The Joule offers innovative and results-driven treatments in a stunning subterranean setting. Nurturing mind, body and soul with all forms of energy, the spa naturally lends itself to geothermal inspiration with luxurious groundbreaking European heat experiences that take guests through a therapeutic journey of temperature changes.

BODY RITUALS

TIME SIGNATURE THERAPY*
This bespoke body ritual allows you to reserve time instead of specific treatments. After a welcome foot ritual and consultation, our expert therapists guide you through a combination of customized services ensuring your spa journey is tailored to your needs.

*Through our team of Wellness for Cancer certified therapists, we are pleased to offer these select Biologique Recherche facials, body treatments and massages customized for those touched by cancer.

Services offered, but not limited to: body exfoliation, hair/scalp oil and masks, massage, reflexology, cupping, lymphatic drainage and Thai treatments.

Available in sessions of 2 or 3 hours
2 hours - Mon-Thu $325 / Fri-Sun $350
3 hours - Mon-Thu $470 / Fri-Sun $495
(3-Hour treatments include a delicious and healthy spa lunch)

THE JOULE - 110 min
The Joule treatment begins with our signature foot ritual as a welcoming gesture, followed by a gentle facial cleanse, dry body brushing and Himalayan salt exfoliation to purify and soften the skin. Guests then receive an indulgent massage, using a nourishing cream with aloe vera and green tea extract formulated to maintain the retinols highly delicate level of effectiveness. Warm volcanic stones assist to penetrate tired, aching muscles. As a finishing touch, a soothing scalp massage allows you to relax and unwind.

Mon-Thu $305 / Fri-Sun $325

BLISSFUL RITUAL - 110 min
This decadent treatment begins with a double body exfoliation using a body brush, followed by a customized scrub. Guests enjoy a relaxing scalp massage while a powerful detoxifying wrap works to eliminate toxins. After a refreshing shower and a full-body massage with choice of aromatherapy oil, guests will leave feeling revitalized with a sense of well-being.

Mon-Thu $305 / Fri-Sun $325

EARTH INSPIRED - 120 min
This holistic treatment combines nurturing and relaxing elements from ancient Chinese and Ayurvedic healing traditions. The service begins with our signature foot ritual followed by a continuous Shirodhara oil pour over the forehead to the third eye, transporting the body into a deep state of relaxation. An Abhyanga massage with warm coconut oil opens muscles and joints, while long strokes relieve built-up tension and stress. The experience concludes with facial Gua Sha, a sculpting technique used to decrease neck and shoulder pain and inflammation.

Mon-Thu $325 / Fri-Sun $350

PRE-NATAL BODY TREATMENT - 110 min
This deeply nourishing body treatment is designed to target areas prone to stress and tension during pregnancy. A calendula oil gommage gently exfoliates and hydrates, while a nurturing massage with an avocado oil body mask repairs and protects your skin during pregnancy. This soothing treatment ends with a relaxing scalp massage.

Mon-Thu $305 / Fri-Sun $325

TRIPLE BODY SCRUB - 50 min
This exceptional triple body exfoliation combines a dry brush, pink Himalayan salt scrub and calendula shea cream with time-release retinol beads leaving your skin nourished, smooth and glowing. Massage not included, available as a decadent add-on when booking.

Mon-Thu $165 / Fri-Sun $175

*Through our team of Wellness for Cancer certified therapists, we are pleased to offer these select Biologique Recherche facials, body treatments and massages customized for those touched by cancer.

BOOK NOW
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MASSAGES

FIRE & ICE STONE MASSAGE – 110 min
This stimulating massage uses a combination of cool jade crystals and warm volcanic stones to rejuvenate and relieve deep muscle tension. The cooling effects of jade bring harmony to the mind and body, while the warm stones ease muscles and soothe aches and pains. This signature service begins with a welcoming foot ritual and concludes with a deeply relaxing scalp massage.

Mon-Thu $305 / Fri-Sun $325

CUSTOMIZED MASSAGE* – 50 min / 80 min / 110 min
Not sure which massage technique is right for you? Simply select your desired time and our highly trained therapists will customize an aromatherapy massage to your body’s needs. Our 80 to 110-minute massages include a deeply relaxing scalp massage.

GUA SHA
CUPPING
DEEP TISSUE
SWEDISH
REFLEXOLOGY
HOT STONE
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
50 min - Mon-Thu $165 / Fri-Sun $175
80 min - Mon-Thu $235 / Fri-Sun $245
110 min - Mon-Thu $305 / Fri-Sun $325

MATERNITY MASSAGE – 50 min / 80 min
This relaxing, full-body massage is perfect for the mother-to-be as it aides in relieving stress, improving and maintaining elasticity, reducing fatigue and targeting areas prone to tension during pregnancy.

50 min - Mon-Thu $165 / Fri-Sun $175
80 min - Mon-Thu $235 / Fri-Sun $245

TABLE THAI – 50 min / 80 min
Thai massage is an ancient healing method that combines gentle pressure massage with yoga-like stretching. This massage relaxes the body and quiets the mind, while increasing energy levels, improving circulation, and alleviating pain and muscle tension. The service is performed with the guest fully clothed on a massage table. Loose clothing is required.

50 min - Mon-Thu $165 / Fri-Sun $175
80 min - Mon-Thu $235 / Fri-Sun $245

SKINCARE

LED LIGHT THERAPY INCLUDED WITH EVERY FACIAL
The Déesse Pro Mask, a revolutionary low-level light therapy mask, is clinically proven to rejuvenate skin and improve the most problematic skin conditions. By way of medical-grade, surface-mounted, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) the skin is exposed to wavelengths of light to reduce fine lines and wrinkles, boost collagen, treat acne, promote wound healing, and improve skin tone.

Included in the price of the facial.

FACIAL ADD-ONS
These services can be added to any facial for an additional fee:
- Micropuncture
- Patchs Dèfatigants
- Masque PIGM 400

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE FACIALS
A GLOBAL APPROACH TO SKIN. Founded on more than 35 years of skincare innovation, renowned French luxury skincare line BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE has a global reputation for unparalleled effectiveness. Today their methodology has a reputation for outstanding results based on a clinical approach to beauty care. The line uses pure, concentrated, raw ingredients along with meticulous protocols and procedures. Each facial is highly personalized to achieve immediate and long-lasting results.

BIOLOGIQUE SIGNATURE FACIAL* – 60 min / 90 min
This signature multifaceted and hyper-customized treatment focuses on the face, neck, décolleté and hands and is designed to show improvements instantly. The treatment begins with a deep cleansing and exfoliation followed by a lifting facial massage with varying serums and facial masks.

60 min - Mon-Thu $205 / Fri-Sun $215
90 min - Mon-Thu $265 / Fri-Sun $275

*Through our team of Wellness for Cancer certified therapists, we are pleased to offer these select Biologique Recherche facials, body treatments and massages customized for those touched by cancer.
SECOND SKIN FACIAL - 60 min
This regenerating and lifting facial utilizes revolutionary electrospun hyaluronic acid patches. Customized to fit the face, the patches are strategically applied to targeted areas. Known for its immediate ability to plump and hydrate the skin and visibly treat wrinkles, it provides a noninvasive alternative to conventional fillers.

Mon-Thu $320 / Fri-Sun $330

CODAGE PARIS FACIALS
EFFICIENCY, EXCELLENCE, TRANSPARENCY. Inspired from the French pharmaceutical tradition, Codage Paris offers a nutritional program essential to the skin’s proper functioning. Convinced that every skin is unique and deserves its own special treatment, Codage founders reinvented the traditional pharmacy experience, giving each person an opportunity to discuss with an expert, his or her lifestyle and needs, and in exchange receive a made-to-measure formulation and treatment. An expert in formulating facial skincare and serums, all products respond to the skin’s nutritional needs in an ultra-targeted way, solving every skin concern.

CODAGE NUTRI-ELEMENT FACIAL - 60 min / 90 min
Ideal for all skin types, this highly tailored facial is essential for proper skin functioning and designed to provide relaxation and results. After a deep cleansing, skin analysis and optional peel, a customized combination of highly active ingredients, known as Nutri-Elements, are applied with individualized massage techniques to improve skin tone and texture, boost cellular protection, and visibly improve signs of aging.

Following the treatment, your skincare therapist can provide a skin diagnosis for a made-to-measure, custom-formulated serum to address your skin’s specific needs.

* Serum available at additional cost.

60 min - Mon-Thu $205 / Fri-Sun $215
90 min - Mon-Thu $265 / Fri-Sun $275

SPECIALTY SKINCARE TREATMENTS
BACK TREATMENT - 60 min
This comprehensive detoxifying treatment for the back and shoulders addresses common skin-related issues including sun damage, congestion and dehydration. A customized mask, deep exfoliation, and relaxing massage help hydrate and reset the skin, protecting it from natural exposure to the elements.

Mon-Thu $165 / Fri-Sun $175

ENVIRON FACIALS
VITAMIN A, A CORNERSTONE INGREDIENT FOR HEALTHY-LOOKING SKIN. Globally recognized professional skincare line, Environ is founded on the belief that skin has a life and that vitamin A is the oxygen it needs to look healthy and beautiful. Through his groundbreaking research, founder and scientific director Dr. Des Fernandes designed Environ to help correct the visible effects of the skin’s chronic deficiency of vitamin A, the only scientifically known element that keeps skin healthy and combats the effects of aging. Backed by constant research and cutting-edge technology, products are manufactured from the highest quality ingredients and fresh, active vitamins. Through their Vitamin Step-Up System, skin slowly becomes accustomed to increasing levels of vitamin complexes by stepping up from one level to the next.

ENVIRON ACTIVE VITAMIN FACIAL - 60 min
This facial improves the overall appearance and vitality of the skin with powerful doses of vitamins and skin-essential nutrients. After a full skin analysis, the skin is cleansed using Environ’s signature four-step preparation to ensure it’s prepared for highly therapeutic products and treatment. From a peel to a hydrating mask and circulation-boosting massage, your esthetician will customize protocol to optimize results. Suitable for all skin types and particularly effective at addressing sun-damage, pigmentation, uneven skin tone, premature aging and dryness.

Mon-Thu $205 / Fri-Sun $215

ENVIRON COLLAGEN BOOST FACIAL – 90 min
In addition to the services noted above, this facial includes a Cosmetic Roll-CIT, a hand-held rolling instrument with micro-needles that will dramatically increase the effectiveness of the pharmaceutical grade ingredients, allowing improved penetration of vitamins into the active layers of the skin. Benefits include restoring the look of skin tightness and reducing the appearance of fine lines, scars, uneven skin tone and texture. The treatment concludes with LED therapy paired with a relaxing scalp massage.

Take home the Cosmetic Roll-CIT after your treatment to enhance the effectiveness of topical products. Start by using it twice a week and slowly increase to daily use.

Mon-Thu $295 / Fri-Sun $315
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THE BEARD FACIAL - 60 min
Perfect for the bearded gentleman, this customized facial includes a full skin analysis, deep cleanse, and gentle exfoliation followed by a full-spectrum LED therapy to stimulate skin and counteract inflammation, foaming beard massage, and volcanic mud mask with high frequency comb to prevent ingrown hairs and breakouts. This service concludes with a rejuvenating beard oil treatment.

Mon-Thurs $205 / Fri-Sun $215

ADVANCED SKINCARE

These super facials incorporate the latest innovative technologies, techniques and skincare breakthroughs to transform skin for ultimate natural results with no downtime.

THE ELITE FACIAL TREATMENT – 60 min / 90 min
Our signature facial utilizes the most effective non-invasive technologies. Uniquely customized to the condition of your skin, the following cutting-edge treatments are combined into one facial for impeccable results with zero downtime. Diamond micro-dermabrasion utilizing suction to address fine lines and wrinkles; high-pressure oxygen spray; negative pressure therapy and facial massage; ultrasound therapy with LED to deliver serums and stimulate collagen production; microcurrent treatment to lift, firm and tone; and full-spectrum LED therapy to improve the overall appearance of the skin.

This innovative facial will leave your skin transformed, resulting in tighter skin and pores, less inflammation and acne, and improved hyperpigmentation, texture and tone.

Recommended in a series of 6 treatments every 2 weeks.

60 min - Mon-Thu $425 / Fri-Sun $450
90 min - Mon-Thu $525 / Fri-Sun $550

MICRO-DERMABRASION FACIAL - 60 min
Restore your skin’s natural glow with this unique advanced orbital micro-dermabrasion. This highly effective intensive treatment improves cellular turnover and deeply detoxifies the skin, dramatically minimizing the appearance of pores. To finish, LED light therapy is applied to heal the skin, eliminate bacteria and enhance the tone and texture while improving elasticity.

Recommended in a series of 6 treatments every 2 weeks.

Mon-Thu $205 / Fri-Sun $215

REMODELING FACE - 60 min / 90 min
This age-defying treatment targets the face, neck and décolleté to restore elasticity, stimulate circulation and re-sculpt the facial structure, creating a lifted look with stunning results. The Remodeling Face Machine utilizes three currents that work simultaneously to change the facial architecture by lifting superficial and deep tissue. Results are visible after the first service. For long-term benefits a progressive series is recommended.

Recommended in a series of 3 treatments over a one-month period.

60 min - Mon-Thu $230 / Fri-Sun $240
90 min - Mon-Thu $290 / Fri-Sun $310

TRIPLE LIFT LUXURY FACIAL – 120 min
This clinical skincare restoration treatment is designed to boost cellular metabolism, resulting in the ultimate age-defying facial. This service is tailored to your needs, beginning with an in-depth skin analysis, deep cleansing and gentle exfoliation. The revolutionary Triple Lift process begins with two manual lift treatments, the application of customized serums and masks, followed by the use of the Remodeling Face Machine, which utilizes state-of-the-art bio-electrotherapy to hydrate deeply, lift and re-sculpt the face. Skin is visibly restructured, radiant and smooth. The addition of a luxurious hand treatment completes the experience.

Mon-Thu $625 / Fri-Sun $650
THE STUDIO

WAXING
THREADING
LASH & BROW TINTING
*Please contact a Spa Coordinator for pricing and additional details. Access to European heat experiences are not included.

MICROBLADING
Microblading is an innovative semi-permanent solution to achieving perfectly groomed, shaped, defined and correctly colored brows. Ideal for sparse brows, tiny hair-like strokes are drawn directly on the skin’s surface using a specially designed tool that deposits all-natural semi-permanent color pigment under the skin. Brow shape is customized to your face and pigment colors are formulated to match your original eyebrow color. Results are natural, fuller looking brows, no matter the amount of hair present.

Lasts up to a year, touch-up treatments can extend the life of the new brow.

Full Set: $500 *Includes complimentary touch-up. Must book within 6-8 weeks of initial session.
Refill: $200 *Must be booked within 13 months of initial set.

HOW TO SPA
Monday to Sunday 7:30am-9pm
First service available at 8am; spa access only valid for guests enjoying services of 50 minutes or above.

SCHEDULING AN APPOINTMENT
To schedule an appointment, please contact the spa reservations team at 214.261.4555 or visit us at thejouledallas.com under ‘Wellness’. Our expert staff can guide you to the perfect service for your needs. To ensure your preferred time and service is available, we recommend booking in advance. All spa services will need to be guaranteed with a credit card.

CANCELLATION POLICY
A 100% charge will be incurred for any treatment not canceled at least one day prior to your scheduled time. Late arrival will result in a shortened treatment time.

SPA ETIQUETTE
Our spa environment is one of relaxation and tranquility. Please respect all spa guests’ right to privacy and serenity. In light of this, the spa is a mobile phone, camera and smoke free zone.

HEALTH CONDITIONS
Kindly advise us of any health conditions, allergies or injuries, which could affect your choice of treatment when making your spa reservation.

PREGNANCY
We have specially designed treatments for expectant mothers. Please allow our spa team to guide you in selecting treatments that are suitable during this special time.

VALUABLES
The Spa at The Joule accepts no responsibility for loss of valuables and jewelry at any time on the spa premises.

LOST PROPERTY
All lost property found on the premises will be stored for 30 days, if items are not collected within this time frame they will be donated to local charities. Liquids, under garments and hair brushes are kept for 24 hours only.

PRICES
All prices are quoted in $USD and are subject to change at any time. For your convenience, a 23% gratuity will be added to your final bill.

CAR SERVICE
Available to our guests upon request and within a limited mile radius, we kindly ask for at least 48 hours notice.